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Introduction

“We can't solve problems by using the
same kind of thinking we used when we
created them." - Albert Einstein”
…Thus, this paper about legal identity
It uses out of the box thinking, for out of
the box times
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Disclaimer

As an old identity architect, I’ve been thinking and writing about a legal self-sovereign identity
(LSSI) for the last six years. In the fall of 2019, I teamed up with Michael Kleeman to write two
proposals addressing legal human and AI system/ bot legal identities. However, we weren’t sure
exactly how to architect the LSSI.
I considered ways to do this including Blockchain. However, none of them met the needs of
being independent of other entities to verify a transaction occurred, were confidential, high
performance, and could rapidly scale.
In spring of 2020, I was introduced to Toufi Saliba and Dann Toliver. A few years earlier, they
had written a network-based, secure, transaction protocol, running on top of TCP/IP, called
Toda. When both Michael and I saw it, we realized it was a missing piece of architecting the
LSSI. It’s confidential, secure, with immutable proof a transaction occurred, has the ability to
carry a file, can quickly scale, and is high performance.
Toufi and Dann both have been extremely helpful in guiding us this far. We’ve created a new
legal framework, allowing jurisdictions around the world to still be in control of their legal
identity processes. Yet, by standardizing the output of their legal identity systems to a standard
Toda file format, it creates a global way for people, businesses and governments to determine a
legal identity.
More importantly, it gives control over a person’s legal identity data to them, enabling them to
decide how to release portions of their legal identity. This also includes use of their forensic
biometrics which they control.
Within the paper is an example of leveraging this framework for being able to rapidly
prove a person’s Covid vaccination anonymously, both physically and digitally. An
example is provided with Jane Doe trying to enter a subway system requiring proof of
Covid vaccination. It works globally, regardless of where Jane is from.
In the not quite a year since writing this paper, I recently met Scott David out of University of
Washington. I explained to him my dislike of my own idea of writing to a global notary
database as well as the CRVS (civil registration vital statistics) system. This was to ward off
malicious states deleting a person’s CRVS and national identity information. I didn’t like my
own idea because I realized we were creating a VERY ATTRACTIVE TARGET FOR
CRIMINALS i.e., a global database on all people.
He suggested creating a database per person, from birth on. I REALLY LIKED IT. Thus, was
born SOLICT i.e., “Source of Legal Identity & Credential Truth”. As a result, here I am at the
end of August 2021, updating this doc.
5
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I sincerely encourage folks wanting to make a change in the world of identity, to discover for
themselves, the benefits of creating a new, secure, SOLICT and network based LSSI framework.
Please join me in helping this global initiative, to enable every human being, living anywhere on
the planet, to control their own legal identity.
Finally, the authors of the protocol insist that not “any” implementation of the protocol can
warrant what I claim below. It has to be properly implemented throughout, or else a single
security hole can defeat the purpose of the implementation carrying it.
Within the paper I discuss people, processes, and technology. All are potential attack vectors to
criminals and malicious states. Thus, you’ll see in the document discussion of use of red teams,
continual threat testing, etc.
Last year I developed the concept of a biometrically tied legal identity wristband. The target
market in my mind was the billions of people on the planet who don’t have access to tech yet
must function in an increasingly driven tech world. My view was no one should be left behind.
I recently revisited this idea, created a budget for it along with a funding proposal. Readers can
find it here:
•

“Funding Request for a Legal Identity Bracelet Poor People Can Use to Prove
They’ve Had Their Covid Vaccination, Prove Their Education Credentials, etc.” https://hvl.net/pdf/IDCovidBraceletFundingRequestAugust212021GH.pdf

Finally, readers who want to see the cost centres and deployment strategies associated with
SOLICT/LSSI, should refer to this paper. “Implementing a Physical/Digital SOLICT/LSSI
- How Much Will It Cost?” https://hvl.net/pdf/ImplementingLSSIHowMuchWillItCostMarch262021.pdf.
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SOLICT & LSSI
Executive Summary
What if you could have:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Physical or digital legal identity, which the gov’t issues, but you control i.e., a Source of
Legal Identity & Credential Truth (SOLICT) and a legal self-sovereign identity (LSSI)
Which also contains your forensic biometrics (e.g., fingerprints and iris), which you
control, able to prove to the highest level of identity assurance who you are, which
Enables you to determine the degree of information you want to release about yourself
o I’m a human acting anonymously, above or below age of consent, gender, name,
country, state/province, city/town, address, etc., which
Contains information about:
o Children you have or are guardian for
o People you’re legally acting on behalf of e.g., children, power of attorney, etc.
o Covid vaccinations, school degrees, transcripts, etc., that
Also contains information you’re authoritative for like your will, etc.
All of which you control in deciding who to release the information to
Each time when you do decide to release the information, the consent for the identity and
data you’ve agreed to release, is written to your LSSI
Now, you have a legal record, from your birth on, to all the consents granted to release
your legal identity and data to which can be used by you, later, to request removal from
the datastores using acts like EU GDPR Article 17 (‘right to be forgotten’)
If your LSSI physical identity fob/card or your digital legal app is compromised, you’d
simply request cancellation of it, and a new one issued
Your master LSSI data is written from birth, not only to your physical and digital LSSI
devices, but also to an independent global new age notary, locally managed
o Which is able to prove you are you by securely obtaining your biometrics, with
your consent, and can legally verify you are you, at any place on the planet, to the
highest level of identity assurance
When a civil registration event occurs to you, like a name/gender change, marriage,
divorce, birth of children, etc., the local CRVS authority verifies, with your consent, your
identity, via your biometrics, and updates the master LSSI file plus your LSSI
physical/digital devices
With the ability to only write to your master LSSI file but never be able to delete it
You can use your LSSI to anonymously prove Covid vaccinations, digitally sign
documents using your legal identity, etc.
All with a global independent body administering the standards, API interfaces, as well
as doing continuous testing of the governance, business processes and technological
interfaces, to ensure your legal identity remains secure
It enables business and governments to streamline their legal identity processes,
significantly reducing identity fraud
All without the government telling you when to use your legal identity, or how to use it

That’s the framework this paper discusses – it’s “Privacy by Design”
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SOLICT/LSSI Building Blocks
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You

At birth, the civil registration vital statistics (CRVS) jurisdiction obtains your legal identity
information, as well as obtaining your forensic biometrics, e.g., fingerprints, and writes this to:
•
•

New age CRVS system
SOLICT (Source of Legal Identity & Credential Truth)

When you’re older and can keep your eyes voluntarily open, your iris’s will be scanned and
written into the CRVS system as well ss updating your SOLICT.
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CRVS and Other Government Authoritative Sources
CRVS

To see some of costs of what I call “whopper identity fraud” due to a weak legal identity system
skim these two articles:
•
•

“Costs of a Crappy Legal Identity” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/costs-crappylegal-identity-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
“Synthetic Identity Fraud – 1 Million Kids a Year” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/synthetic-identity-fraud-1-million-kids-year-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title

The current state of CRVS (Civil Registration Vital Statistics) systems, which is the underlying
authoritative source for human around the planet, is dismal. Skim this two-page executive
summary to see why, “Quickly Rethinking CRVS Systems” https://hvl.net/pdf/RethinkingCRVSExecutiveSummaryMar132021GH.pdf.
To see why a new legal identity framework is required for kids, skim this article:
•

“Kids - Rethinking Identity Assurance, i.e. Our Old Model is Dead” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/kids-rethinking-identity-assurance-ie-our-old-modelguy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title

A detailed cost centre discussion of desired CRVS end state, cost centres, research/standards
required, etc., can be found on pages 9-26 in “Implementing a Physical/Digital SOLICT/LSSI
- How Much Will It Cost?” https://hvl.net/pdf/ImplementingLSSIHowMuchWillItCostMarch262021.pdf.
In summary the new age CRVS is:
•
•

•
•

•

Built to new age global standards, as set forth by the global independent non-profit
Included in this are standards for:
o Storage of the biometrics, assuming the database will be successfully breached,
with risk mitigation measures to prevent illegal writes and/or export
o Query protocol, along with legal and business processes, enabling one CRVS
jurisdiction to query other CRVS’s
Ability to issue portions of the person’s SOLICT database and/or update it
Ability to issue identity fobs/identity cards and a digital legal application
o Although in some jurisdictions, this might be combined with other types of gov’t
issued identity
o All to standards set forth by the global independent non-profit
Have its own digital signature able to digitally sign portions sent to the SOLICT file
10
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•
•

Functions under the local jurisdiction’s authority
Is authoritative for any type of civil registration events, e.g. birth, name/gender change,
marriage, divorce and death

YES, IT’S COMPLICATED! We’re rethinking an ancient paper-based system which isn’t
suited for our times. It will become an attack target from malicious criminals and states.
Thus read the global, independent, non-profit section of this doc, which is required to
mitigate these risks.

Other Government Authoritative Sources

There is many different jurisdiction authoritative sources for a legal identity including, but not
limited to:
•
•
•
•

School districts and departments/ministries of education
Jurisdictional health authorities
Professional and trade associations/regulatory bodies
Etc.

There are three components to creating a local/global system:
•
•
•

Standards for the legal identity piece of information and/or credentials
Standardizes business process for writing the information out of the authoritative system
to the SOLICT database via the SOLICT API
Standardized security for the endpoints, et al to securely transfer the data to the SOLICT

Wherever possible, where global standards exist, they should be adopted, rather than trying to
reinvent politically complicated standards. Skim page 33 of “Implementing a Physical/Digital
SOLICT/LSSI - How Much Will It Cost?” https://hvl.net/pdf/ImplementingLSSIHowMuchWillItCostMarch262021.pdf.
Finally, the rate of change depicted by this curve,
https://hvl.net/pdf/PatScannellHockeyStickShapedCurve.pdf, means that standards and credential
bodies can no longer rest on their laurels of having created a globally adopted standard. The
curve means, EACH HOUR, potential new attack vectors are being created against each of the
standards. Thus, these types of bodies will have to change their ways to meet the needs of a new
time. It’s highly likely the global independent non-profit body can be contracts by each
standard organization to do continual threat assessments against them.
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In summary the authoritative government source for portions of legal identity and/or credentials
has the following capabilities:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Export of legal identity data built to new age global standards, as set forth by the global
independent non-profit
Included in this are standards for:
o Query protocol, along with legal and business processes, enabling one jurisdiction
to query other government authoritative identity source
Ability to issue portions of the person’s SOLICT and/or update it
Ability to issue identity fobs/identity cards and a digital legal application
o Although in some jurisdictions, this might be combined with other types of gov’t
issued identity like CRVS
o All to standards set forth by the global independent non-profit
Have its own digital signature able to digitally sign portions sent to the SOLICT
Functions under the local jurisdiction’s authority
Is authoritative for specific portions of legal identity as set forth by local jurisdiction law
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SOLICT

Each government jurisdiction is still in control of their identity processes. However, they write
legal identity information out of their systems to the person’s SOLICT (Source of Legal Identity
& Credential Truth).
All database entries in a SOLICT, written from government authoritative sources, are digitally
signed. Thus, a third party wanting to confirm a portion of the legal identity/credentials can
confirm the digital signature by making an instantaneous trip to verify the digital signature.
All entries to the SOLICT will be done leveraging the protocol TODA. This ensures that X file
was sent on Y data at Z time to the SOLICT from the authoritative local jurisdiction.
All consents given by the citizen and/or their approved manager (e.g., parent, legal guardian,
etc.), will likely be done via a modified Kantara User Managed Access (UMA) and stored in
SOLICT.
A SOLICT AND ITS ENTRIES MUST NEVER BE DELETED. Use cases will be developed
for changes to the SOLICT data from the authoritative source with tags on identity information
status.
The SOLICT will exist, securely, in the cloud, striped across multiple servers across
jurisdictions.
Management, updating of the SOLICT underlying database system et al will be done by the
independent, global, non-profit. The non-profit will also be responsible for doing continuous
threat analysis against the SOLICT architecture, design and implementation.
Finally, the global, independent non-profit will also be responsible for developing approved
archival processes for SOLICT databases upon the death of each person and the termination of
their smart digital identities.
To learn more about the SOLICT skims these two articles:
•
•

“Give Each Person Their Own Source of Legal Identity & Credential Truth
Database (SOLICT)” – https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/give-each-person-own-sourcelegal-identity-credential-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
“A Database Per Person on the Planet – A Deeper Dive on SOLICT” –
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/database-per-person-planet-deeper-dive-solict-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
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Examples of Possible Legal Identity & Credential Information Within a
SOLICT
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TODA LSSI

To learn why the architecture leverages TODA, skim this article:
•

“Legal Identity & TODA” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/legal-identity-toda-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title

TODA is used as the underlying protocol to prove a legal identity or credential data “X” was sent
from the authoritative jurisdictional source on Y date, at Z time to the SOLICT.
Within each TODA transaction is a TODA file which can be anything. As the above link
discuses, when I saw this, I realized I was looking at a cornerstone piece of a new legal identity
framework. The Toda file would be to new global standards for legal identity. Thus, each
jurisdiction can remain in control of their legal identity processes but export the information out
to a Toda file, digitally signing the data. The file could be read by a third party, with the
person’s consent via an AP (application programming interface).
Any change to the underlying legal identity/credential data are almost instantaneous. Thus,
TODA is perfect for doing high identity transaction speeds.
Thus, the Toda file is a way of establishing global standards for legal identity, providing a new
interoperable system for people, businesses and governments to legally identity a person.
Standards for the Toda file are established and maintained by the global, independent non-profit.
The SOLICT in turn writes to whatever LSSI (Legal Self-Sovereign Identity) the person uses,
again using a TODA file. This could be any one of the following or combinations thereof:
•
•
•
•

Physical legal identity card
Digital legal app
Chip located within the person
A biometrically tied legal identity wristband

The Toda file on each device can be cancelled and/or reissued.
As noted in the above link, legal delegation of a Toda file is possible, thus addressing complex
identity challenges like parents/child, power of attorney, etc.
To learn more about the design cost implications involved skim pages 45-59 of “Implementing
a Physical/Digital SOLICT/LSSI - How Much Will It Cost?” https://hvl.net/pdf/ImplementingLSSIHowMuchWillItCostMarch262021.pdf .
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I strongly suggest readers read:

•

o Toda Protocol - https://www.toda.network/
o “Toda – A Brief Introduction” https://engineering.todaq.net/toda_brief_intro.pdf
o “Toda Primer” to understand how Toda works
https://engineering.todaq.net/TODA_Tech_Primer_v1.0.pdf
o “Toda Proof Structure” https://engineering.todaq.net/todapop.pdf
o Toda Technical Documentation https://engineering.todaq.net/
Readers might also be interested in these three links:
o https://blog.singularitynet.io/the-todalarity-is-here-part-one-singularitynet-todasynergy-at-the-core-b1b84d07065c
o https://blog.singularitynet.io/the-todalarity-is-here-part-two-the-rapidly-expandingtoda-sovtech-ecosystem-c0c225ac7d37?gi=814caa59d94
o https://blog.singularitynet.io/the-todalarity-is-here-part-three-a-product-acceleratorfor-driving-the-decentralized-ai-b1e60b13cc5c
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Real Life Examples of SOLICT/LSSI
Birth
•
•

•
•

•

Your parents’ legal identities are confirmed, with their consent, via their biometrics
Your identity information, plus your forensic biometrics e.g., fingerprints and iris, are
entered into the CRVS
The CRVS creates SOLICT database for you, also containing your forensic biometrics
This can hypothetically be written to:
o Physical identity fob/card
o Digital legal application
o Legal ID Biometrically tied wristband
o Chip inserted into you
Your parents/legal guardians are granted ability to control your legal identity and
credential data on your behalf, until you reach legal age of consent determined by local
jurisdiction laws
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Marriage
•
•

Both partners legal identities confirmed, with their consent, by obtaining their forensic
biometrics and searching across all CRVS’s around the planet to confirm their marital
status
Marital status information written to SOLICT which in turn updates the LSSI files for the
partners
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Death Processes
•
•
•

If forensic biometrics are available, they’re obtained and searched against all CRVS
systems to confirm your identity
Death processes will include the ability to automatically notify certain parties, with the
consent of the person before they’re deceased e.g., banks, etc.
Digital entities of yourself, registered with the CRVS will be changed to “death status”
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Post Death Processes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If the deceased before their death created their own notifications upon their death, then
these potentially could be automatically sent out via a death service
Before their death, a person might have created a Toda file of their will, which could
hypothetically be used to prove last copy of their will
Regardless, during the probate process, the local authorities will either legally recognize
the executor of a will or, assign it to a person
The executor’s and the deceased’s SOLICT’s are cryptographically cross-linked
The executor also has legal control, as per local jurisdiction laws, over the deceased’s
smart digital entities of them
The executor can now easily prove, either physically or digitally, their status with the
deceased to banks, insurance companies, et al
Hypothetically, as part of the probate process, the state tax department is automatically
notified of the death of the person
Hypothetically, a tax department could assign a value in the deceased’s CRVS death
registration, restricting the executor to act on the deceased’s behalf financially until the
taxes owing are settled
Banks et al could check the death certificate to confirm a change in the assigned value
assigned by the tax department allowing them to proceed with release of funds under the
direction of the executor and will
The termination of smart digital entities will be done via local laws/regulations as well as
per wills and commercial values of the entities
Note: This means over time, standardized death processes can be created to global
standards, reducing time and costs to execute on paying taxes, releasing funds as per the
will, etc.
I strongly suggest readers skim these papers/articles to understand the new complexities
associated with death in the new age:
o “Digital Twins/Virtual Selves, Identity, Security & Death” https://hvl.net/pdf/Digital%20TwinsVirtualSelvesIdentitySecurityDeathFeb14202
0.pdf
o “Digital Identities, Risk, Insurance & Death” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/digital-identities-risk-insurance-death-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
o “Death & Digital Identity” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/death-digitalidentity-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
o “Kids, Death & Digital Identities” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/kids-deathdigital-identities-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
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Sample Post Death Processes
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Confirming Legal Identities of People Involved in CRVS Event
Registrations
•
•

The above examples show how people involved in the CRVS events, like doctors,
registrars, etc. have their legal identities, as well as their professional status, determined
via their own LSSI’s
Hypothetically, verification of their identities and status can be included in the person’s
SOLICT, indicating the date, time and results for the CRVS event registration

Legal Identity Relationships Are Determine Via Their LSSI
•

•
•
•
•

•

Managing legal identity relationships in real life is complicated
o I suggest readers skin “Identity Delegation – It’s Complicated”
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/identity-delegation-its-complicated-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
This new framework establishes a way to let authoritative government sources determine
the relationship, and enable the parties affected to prove their legal relationship both
physically and digitally, via their SOLICT database and LSSI devices
As legal relationships are created or changed amongst people, the CRVS/authoritative
government authority, creates entries in their own authoritative systems, which
automatically trigger modification of existing people’s SOLICT
Any change to the legal relationship, once the authoritative source determines it, is
automatically sent out to the parties SOLICT, which in turn automatically updates LSSI
devices, with old legal relationships immediately cancelled
For example, if Jane Doe has two children, her own SOLICT database, as well as each of
those for her children, would be updated showing their legal relationship. If Jane dies
and legal guardianship of her children is assigned to Mary Smith, Mary’s SOLICT
database as well as those of Jane’s children will be updated
Also, if Jane is administering her old parents’ legal identities through power of attorney,
she’d be able to also not only legally prove her parents’ legal identities and hers, but also
easily show she’s the legal power of attorney for her parents, when interacting with
banks, etc.
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Identity Relationship Example: Parent/Child Identity or Registering a Child
in School
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Proving Covid Vaccinations

People may or may not be Covid vaccinated or have the latest version. How are public
authorities and businesses going to be legally able to determine this as people try to enter public
spaces, apply for jobs requiring proof of Covid vaccination, etc.? How can this be done legally,
anonymously, without having to reveal your actual legal identity? Answer – have the local
health authorities write Covid vaccinations to the LSSI, digitally signing it. Here’s an example
of Jane Doe entering a subway, illustrating how it could work:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When Jane has her vaccination, the local health authority writes her Covid vaccination to
her SOLICT as well as her face image, digitally signing both
Jane’s SOLICT updates her LSSI devices
Jane can configure her LSSI (via her PIAM – Personal Identity Access Management) to
broadcast out anonymously her Covid vaccination, plus also an image of her, digitally
signed by the local authorities
She walks up to the subway entrance, and the reader picks up Jane Doe’s LSSI device
sending the anonymous attestation she’s been Covid vaccinated plus her digitally signed
face image
The subway system can then instantly verify the digital signatures by the health authority,
and the authority for the LSSI device face image
Next, it instantaneously compares the face image against the person trying to enter the
subway system. If they match, the person is granted entry
Jane Doe enters the subway system, anonymously, having proved she’s been Covid
vaccinated

Note: The system allows people free choice to have or not have a Covid vaccination.
However, where proof of a vaccination is required in public spaces or businesses, then
anonymous proof of the vaccination is easily and quickly obtained - without revealing the
actual legal identities of people who’ve been, and not been, Covid vaccinated.
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Sample LSSI Covid Vaccination Proof Process
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Different Levels of Risk Require Different Levels of Identity
Assurance
•

As you go through your life, you’ll encounter different identity risk situations

Low Risk
•
•

•

You might simply provide your anonymous legal identity either physically or digitally
As well, depending on the situation e.g., proof of age of consent, your face might be
stored on your LSSI digitally signed by the government
o Jane Doe might tap her LSSI device on a sensor, releasing only her anonymous
legal identity plus her face
o Thus, a bar owner is assured Jane meets age of consent, without having to reveal
her identity, and match up the person with the card to the one her face image
belongs to
Businesses/enterprises might accept her LSSI claim about her legal identity without
checking to see if the digital signature is still valid by the issuing authority

Sample Low Risk LSSI Process - Bar
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•

Or, you might want to prove you’re a human and not a bot
o For example, if Jane Doe wants to click on an advertisement, the advertiser might
want to determine if she’s a human and not a bot
o Jane can determine the amount of information she might want to share with the
advertiser ,e.g., nothing or, with her consent, pieces of her identity
o This will significantly reduce the annual $42 billion ad fraud

Sample Low Risk Example: Ad Process
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Medium Risk
•
•

Businesses/enterprises will likely make a trip to the issuing authority for a LSSI identity
information to confirm the signature is still valid
They may or may not require Jane Doe to provide her biometrics which can verify using
their own readers against the one presented on her LSSI device

Medium Risk Example: Applying for a Job
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High Risk
•
•

•
•
•

Businesses/enterprises will likely want Jane Doe to have her legal identity verified by a
local notary able to confirm her identity via her SOLICT and/or her CRVS entry
The notary, by law, will require special training, equipment, security, etc. to securely
obtain Jane Doe’s biometrics and compare them to the one’s on Jane Doe’s SOLICT as
well as query the CRVS
o Read “Biometrics Are Not the Be All and End All” section of this document
As well the notary’s legal identity and authority to act as a local notary will be checked
via their LSSI
The notary securely sends the business/enterprise a digitally signed attestation along with
a Toda file containing the date/time and their legal identity professional status, etc.
Businesses/enterprises can use this in the future, in litigation against the notary, if it
wasn’t Jane Doe, and the notary improperly approved her legal identity
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High Risk Example: Sample Selling Land Process
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Digital Entities of Yourself
•
•
•
•

As new types of digital entities emerge for yourself (e.g., virtual selves, AI personal
assistants, digital twins, etc.), depending on risk, businesses/enterprises might require you
register them with the CRVS in order to interact with them, sign contracts, etc.
Therefore, when the risk requires it, the CRVS is the authoritative source for digital
entities attached to you
These types of digital entities will likely have secrets and digital signatures used to
legally identify themselves
I strongly suggest readers skim the following:
o “Digital Twins/Virtual Selves, Identity, Security & Death” https://hvl.net/pdf/Digital%20TwinsVirtualSelvesIdentitySecurityDeathFeb14202
0.pdf
o “Kids & Digital Identity Wallets” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/kidsdigital-identity-wallets-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
o “Digital Identities, Risk, Insurance & Death” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/digital-identities-risk-insurance-death-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
o “Kids, Death & Digital Identities” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/kids-deathdigital-identities-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
o “Kids & Digital Identities” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/kids-digitalidentities-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
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Sample Smart Digital Identity Legal Registration Process
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New Age Notary, Locally Managed

I have a premise that our current use of notaries is badly flawed, since they mainly rely upon
paper-based documents to verify an identity (which earlier in this document I provided examples
of crappy legal identities easily frauded). However, having said this, I believe notaries still are
required in a new global age, to independently from government verify identities. My point?
They need to be rethought leveraging a new age CRVS, SOLICT and LSSI legal identity
framework:
•
•
•
•
•

When you’re born, the CRVS system will write a copy of your legal identity information
and your forensic biometrics to the new age CRVS system, as well as to your SOLICT
The local notaries are rethought by revised laws and regulations
With a person’s consent, they can obtain their forensic biometrics and legal identity
information and do a search against both the person’s SOLICT as well as against the
CRVS systems
Assuming they match, then they can write a paper and/or digital attestation, the person is
who they claim to be
Local notaries can manage the process of doing high level identity assurance, according
to new standards set forth by the global non-profit and each jurisdiction
o Biometrics can be spoofed (see next section)
o Thus, all points of the process must be highly secure including administration
certification, device certification, standards for internal communication from the
reader to the biometric system, standards for endpoints, business processes used,
etc.
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Biometrics Are Not the Be All and End All

Many people don’t realize a biometric IS NOT A SECRET. They also don't realize biometrics
can be spoofed.
Thus, criminals in a multi-billion-dollar identity fraud industry, won't want to see their revenues
from fraud decreased. They'll have millions of dollars or more, at their disposal, to invest in new
technologies, emerging from this curve, where they can try to act biometrically like another.
That’s why, in the examples used in this paper, I note differences between medium, high and
very high-risk use of biometrics. Many businesses and enterprises might be using old
technology regarding biometric readers, or have their staff compromised who are administering
the biometric comparisons against the person’s LSSI, etc.
The biometrics stored on the device have the possibility of being successfully hacked. That’s
why I’m recommending the work of Rub Bolle’s 2015 draft paper “Anonymous Biometrics
Revisited” (https://hvl.net/pdf/BolleAnonymousBiometricIdentifiersRevisited2015.pdf). In the
paper he describes making biometrics revocable and re-issuable by adding anonymous identifiers
to an encrypted biometric.
For example, Jane Doe would be granted a legal identity fob with her fingerprint having a digital
representation of 12345. If the fob is lost or compromised, Jane would report it to the local
authorities who, with her consent, would obtain her biometrics to confirm her identity against the
CRVS systems. They’d then instantly cancel the physical card and reissue Jane a new one, with
a new digital representation of ABCDE. Thus, a criminal can’t use the old card with her
biometrics.
As the levels if risk rises, so too must the security standards use for governance, business
processes and technology. Thus, the need for:
•
•
•
•
•

A global, independent non-profit who’s constantly doing threat analysis against legal
identity governance, business processes and technology
A new age notary whose job it is to stay abreast on LSSI and is certified to do the legal
identification including biometrics
CRVS/Government identity systems, personnel and business processes which are always
state of the art
Businesses and enterprises licensing the Toda LSSI technology to be required to update
their infrastructure based on risk threat levels
End users updating their physical identity fobs/cards and digital legal applications based
on the threat assessments
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I strongly suggest readers skim pages 13-17 of, “Implementing a Physical/Digital
SOLICT/LSSI - How Much Will It Cost?” https://hvl.net/pdf/ImplementingLSSIHowMuchWillItCostMarch262021.pdf. It discusses
potential cost centres associated with LSSI biometrics and suggested next steps.

Shit Happens and Life is Full of Exceptions Regarding Legal
Identity

In the paper “Where Shit Happens”
(https://hvl.net/pdf/Where%20Shit%20Happens%20March%202019.pdf) on page 29, written
two years ago before learning about Toda, I state the following:
“Imagine a new age registration worker, in a remote location, with a gun pointed to their
head, being told to register identities who aren’t from the jurisdiction. The worker will
likely comply. Or imagine a senior corrupt civil registration administrator who gains
access to the system to obtain biometrics and/or identities and/or add in new ones.
I have another premise. As the new age civil registration system comes into being, it will
make it much harder to pose as another identity. Thus, the need for people who want to
act as another will increasingly rise, as will the price to be paid for this. People, criminals
and malicious nation states will become more motivated to find ways to “crack the
system”.”
Then, there’s the life of real-life identity exceptions including, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

People being born without fingers or eyes
People losing fingers and eyes
People crossing from Jurisdiction A to Jurisdiction B claiming they’re from Jurisdiction
B wanting to be have their baby registered
The likely millions of people already living under false identities, with government
documents, who will want to have their Toda LSSI
Law agencies wanting to create a false identity for a person to relocate them
Etc.

Legal identity is all about people, processes, and technology. Thus, there is no one technological
magic wand easily solving the above. Given this, why deploy a SOLICT/LSSI solution?
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Why Deploy a SOLICT/LSSI Solution?
Scan these three LinkedIn posts:
•
•
•

“Costs of a Crappy Legal Identity” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/costs-crappy-legalidentity-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
“Synthetic Identity Fraud – 1 Million Kids a Year” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/synthetic-identity-fraud-1-million-kids-year-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
“Digital Identities Tied to Physical Identities” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/digitalidentities-tied-physical-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title

My premise is the underlying legal identity system is broken on a planetary level. Yes, there are
jurisdictions who have a better handle on identity solutions, but their solution doesn’t work
planetarily.
There’s the future madly rushing at us. As the “Digital Identities Tied to Physical Identities”
Linked in post referenced above states:
•
•
•

“People owning physical bots which their virtual selves et al can also control, who'll be
interacting with businesses, governments and people
Singularity - where virtual selves et al can instantly communicate and learn together with
billions or more of other AI types bots, systems
Human Cloning - Five years ago, in 2015, the CEO of Boyalife, a cloning company
working towards cloning 1 million cows a year, publicly stated they could clone human
but weren’t. In effect the human cloning genie is out of the bottle”

Thus, the planet requires a new interoperable legal identity framework, able to address the
existing “whopper sized” identity fraud, while also enabling solutions addressing the above to be
inserted into it.
Another example is our changing sex lives. Skim this paper, “Sex & Legal Identity” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/sex-identity-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title. it
discusses Jane Doe entering an AI/AR/VR sex environment. She requires a new legal toolkit to
protect her anywhere on the planet.
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Then skim these two education articles:
•
•

“Kids, Schools, AI/AR/VR, Legal Identities, Contracts and Privacy” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/kids-schools-aiarvr-legal-identities-contracts-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
“Kids, Digital Learning Twins, Neural Biometrics, Their Data, Privacy &
Liabilities” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/kids-digital-learning-twins-neuralbiometrics-data-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title

My point? Without fundamentally rethinking legal identity from cradle to grave, a rethought
learning/education system, which works locally/globally, isn’t possible.
That’s what the SOLICT/LSSI, standards, new age CRVS, standardized API, rethought local
notaries, plus the global non-profit with its 24x7x264 threat assessment, offers.
There will be hundreds of use cases developed addressing the prior section on corrupt officials,
lack of biometrics, identity exceptions, identity collisions from people already having false
identities, etc. By doing this, the design will address them, making it harder for one person to
masquerade as another, or a bot to do the same.

SOLICT/LSSI API
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Legal identity is all about trust
Therefore, access to the SOLICT and LSSI Toda files will become an attack target for
criminals
Thus, determining who can access what portions of the SOLICT and/or LSSI Toda file
becomes very important
The API for the LSSI Toda file becomes the gateway to the Toda file components
and MUST BE VERY SECURE
It’s likely only writes to the Toda file will be allowed via the API and no deletes
The logic behind what legal authority gets to access what portion of the LSSI Toda file,
with what type of authentication, etc., must be enforced via the API
The global, independent non-profit MUST ensure the API during design undergoes
LOTS of red team attacks before release
After release, the API should be under constant threat analysis tests to ensure it’s always
secure
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Challenge with Jane Doe Becoming Her Own Identity Provider

20 years ago, at Boeing, the identity team l was leading deployed one of the planet’s first large
scale identity federation deployments using a protocol called SAML (Secure Assertion Markup
Language). It enabled commercial airline employees to click on a Boeing link, with a secure
assertion sent by the airline (the identity provider) to Boeing (the relying party). Boeing
implicitly trusted the assertion, taking identity information about the employee and presenting
them with a customized screen (e.g., an airline 737-mechanic would only see 737 information).
In today’s world, this is done by a protocol Open ID Connect. Billions of people use this daily to
log on to one site and use their logon to click on another site to get access, without having to
authenticate again. So, what does all this have to do with Jane Doe having her own Toda LSSI?
The words of Mike Beach, the Boeing identity architect, still ring in my ears, 20 years later.
“Guy”, he said, “Identity federation is first and foremost a legal agreement between the
parties. It took us a year to get the lawyers to agree. It’s followed by business processes,
which can be complicated. The actual federation technology is pretty straight forward.”
So, now come with me as Jane Doe walks down Park Royal Mall, near where I live in West
Vancouver, wearing AI/AR glasses/lenses, having her own LSSI device, being both online and
offline at the same time. She’ll be bombarded with requests to share her identity data with
merchants. Since she’s her own legal identity provider, she’ll have to create legal agreements
with the vendors, while walking down the mall! SHE’S NOT GOING TO WANT TO DEAL
WITH THIS. So, what’s the solution?
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Personal Identity Access Management (PIAM) System

In the LinkedIn article “Do You Know Your Customers?”
(https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/advertising-fraud-identity-future-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title), I lay out how Jane Doe would have a personal
identity access management (PIAM) system, which she’d preconfigure to manage her Toda LSSI
device and interact with business, enterprise or people’s systems.
The post shows how problems can become a new business opportunity. The development of AI
systems, plus AI enabled contracts, together with a standardized access to Jane Doe’s SOLICT
and Toda LSSI file, enables the PIAM to operate. Skim pages 127-134 of “Cost Centres –
Rethinking Legal Identity & Learning Vision” –
https://hvl.net/pdf/CostCentresRethinkingLegalIdentityLearningVision.pdf to see a discussion on
PIAM costs.
There’s good and bad news…

Toda LSSI SOLICT Data Consent Recording

The good news is Jane Doe will have a running record in her SOLICT of every consent she
makes to release portions of her legal identity and/or her data. This magic can occur by
integrating the SOLICT/Toda API with Kantara’s User Managed Access (UMA)
(https://kantarainitiative.org/confluence/display/uma/Home).
The PIAM will enable her to manage the standardized contracts, recording all her legal consents
she grants to her SOLICT personal database.
The bad news is our existing consent laws around the planet are mostly crappy. In the paper
“Consent Principles in the New Age” (https://hvl.net/pdf/Consent%20March%202019.pdf)
written two years ago before knowing about Toda, I lay out the problems on page 10. Today, it’s
relatively easy for companies and enterprises to obtain a person’s consent, instantly taking their
identity and data, and sell it.
I can easily see how the large players in behavioral marketing, e.g., Google, Facebook, Amazon,
Apple, Alibaba etc. will want to become the suppliers of Jane Doe’s PIAM. Why? It puts them
very close to their customers.
Being a practical person, I tell my clients to crawl, walk and run. The first crawling step is to
implement a SOLICT/LSSI framework where all identity and data consents can be stored in Jane
Doe’s SOLICT database. The use of a standardized SOLICT/Toda API is also required to make
this magic happen.
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The walking step is to establish zones of consent trust, where different types of consent are
required based on risk. This will eliminate the current weak consent processes where most
people click on consent without reading or understanding the implications of their consent.
The running step is to enforce the new consent standards via trade agreements between countries.
By doing so, consent enforcement can occur.

LSSI Chips Being Inserted Into People

Finally, I want to note what’s coming at us regarding technology and PIAM. It’s highly likely
companies and/or governments will want to deploy chips in people. Pushing aside for the
moment the ethical questions of if it’s a good idea, it will open the door for people to walk
around with their PIAM and Toda file inside them. Thus, the effects of this technology curve
(https://hvl.net/pdf/PatScannellHockeyStickShapedCurve.pdf ) will impact SOLICT/ LSSI and
PIAM in the not-so-distant future.
Skim page 53 and 55 of “Implementing a Physical/Digital SOLICT/LSSI - How Much Will
It Cost?”- https://hvl.net/pdf/ImplementingLSSIHowMuchWillItCostMarch262021.pdf, where
it discuses next steps.
My point? While many people I talk to are not in favour of chips being inserted into people,
research must be done to properly address this issue from a security, biomedical, legal et al
perspective. Then wise decisions can be made.

Global, Independent Non-Profit Responsible for Standards, API,
Threat Assessment

The body managing all of this has to be politically squeaky clean. It must be independent from
external influences of a political or commercial nature. As I see it, here is what the body will do:
•

•
•

Create standards for:
o New age CRVS
o Toda files
o SOLICT
o Toda files being written to identity fobs/cards and digital legal application
o API interface to the SOLICT/LSSI
o Governance, business processes and technological infrastructure used for LSSI
including biometrics
o Establish standards for new age notaries to adopt in providing identity assurance
Manage CRVS licensing et al to jurisdictions
Manage API licensing to governments, businesses and enterprises
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•

Do 24x7x365 threat analysis against the governance, business processes and
technological infrastructure used in legal SOLICT/LSSI, providing real time threat
assessments with categorization of them, requiring pre-determined response times

Red Teams

As one who’s led many complex identity teams, the great danger is the team believing they’re
solved the challenges. Thus, I’ve found from my own experiences, having others, who aren’t
part of the team, attacking the governance, business processes and technological infrastructure, is
required during the design, implementation, and ongoing maintenance phases.
This curve (https://hvl.net/pdf/PatScannellHockeyStickShapedCurve.pdf), mentioned several
times in this document, means tomorrow is definitely NOT going to be like today. Criminals and
creative spirits, who are able to think outside the box, will constantly hammer the SOLICT/LSSI
governance, business processes and technological infrastructure.
Thus, I’m proposing the global, independent non-profit have not only a separate internal red
team constantly attacking, but also offer financial incentives for external parties to determine
possible successful attack vectors. It’s far better to be embarrassed upfront with someone
revealing an attack vector the team missed, then to experience a major security breach.

Who Watches the Watchers?

Just because the global non-profit is set up to be independent, it doesn’t mean it always will.
This begets the question, “Who will watch the watchers?”
I’m proposing creating a global group of independent auditors to audit the non-profit on a regular
basis to ensure it’s “squeaky clean”.
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Gaining Quick Widespread Adoption

A major hurdle to the implementation of the LSSI framework is the current old, archaic civil
registration systems which require porting over to a new age CRVS. Many jurisdictions,
especially in pandemic times, will be reluctant to spend the money here, rather than on more
public facing programs. To address this, I’m proposing the following:

Digital Conversion of CRVS Systems to a New Standard CRVS

In many parts of the planet, there are rooms full of paper based CRVS documents, in various
states of condition. I want to pilot in 1-2 jurisdictions, the use of AI document conversion
systems to rapidly learn as they go about how a registrar recorded the CRVS events in the past,
and rapidly convert it to digital format. Learn from the successes and mistakes, and then design
a system which can rapidly scale. The global non-profit should license the technology for free to
jurisdictions who are licensing the LSSI framework. Thus, at little up-front cost to the
jurisdiction, the old paper-based records can be converted to digital.
I suggest readers skim, “Quickly Rethinking CRVS Systems” https://hvl.net/pdf/RethinkingCRVSExecutiveSummaryMar132021GH.pdf.

Old Mainframe Type Conversion to a New Standard CRVS

Other parts of the planet have a different challenge. Their CRVS records are stored in old
mainframe type systems. The same methodology described for paper will be used here, i.e. pilot
data conversion programs in 1-2 jurisdictions to learn how to quickly and inexpensively convert
the mainframe data to the new digital format. Learn from successes and failure, rapidly scale,
and then license the technology for free as part of the LSSI licensing agreement.

Potentially Adopt a Modified Open CRVS

Plan International has funded and successfully deployed an Open CRVS system in Bangladesh
and Zambia (https://www.opencrvs.org/). I’m proposing working with them to see if the code
could be modified to create the LSSI framework i.e., adding forensic biometrics, exporting data
out to the Toda framework, plus also creating a global CRVS query mechanism. Then bringing
it to have red teams constantly attacking the governance, business process and technological
infrastructure used. My point is why re-invent the wheel when others have already successfully
started down this path?
I strongly suggest readers skim pages 18-21 of, “Implementing a Physical/Digital
SOLICT/LSSI - How Much Will It Cost?“https://hvl.net/pdf/ImplementingLSSIHowMuchWillItCostMarch262021.pdf, where it discusses
this.
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Global Warming, Human Migration, Covid Vaccinations and LSSI

The planet is rapidly warming. This will result in increasing numbers of people, fleeing where
they live, trying to survive. They’ll likely cross over multiple borders, often illegally, trying to
get to places where they think they can survive and live. Up to 50% of them will be children.
Add to this the fact many of them will either not have legal identity documents, and/or will
intentionally lose them, not wanting to be returned from where they are fleeing from. Add to
this, many of them will be wanting to go to what they perceive as the “promised land” i.e., the
US or the EU. My dumb question is how will all these migrants be legally identified?
In this paper, “Human Migration – Physical & Digital Legal Identity”
(https://hvl.net/pdf/HumanMigrationPhysicalDigitalLegalIdentityMar2020.pdf) I lay all of the
above out. It’s not going to be a pretty picture.

Covid Vaccinations

That’s why I think the Covid vaccination programs now just about to begin, are excellent starting
points. Why? At the same time as people get vaccinated, register people into CRVS type
systems, which also involved them supplying iris and fingerprints. As the thought paper above
states, this will be both good and bad.
Good, because people will be registered in CRVS systems, with the ability to obtain, with their
consent, their biometrics and search CRVS systems planet wide for their legal identity. Bad,
because such systems can be used against a person by a malicious state.
I strongly suggest readers skim, “Funding Request for a Legal Identity Bracelet Poor People
Can Use to Prove They’ve Had Their Covid Vaccination, Prove Their Education
Credentials, etc.” - https://hvl.net/pdf/IDCovidBraceletFundingRequestAugust212021GH.pdf,
where it lays out a proposal to design this.
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Summary

The forces of global technological change, digitization, and weak interoperable global legal
identity systems are fertile ground for the introduction of a new SOLICT/LSSI legal identity
framework. This paper has outlined numerous examples of how it creates a new, legal
interoperable, identity framework, which can work at any place on the planet.
Rather than try to slay the legal identity challenges across the planet from the beginning, instead
I’m on the hunt for 1-3 jurisdictions to work with. I’m looking for governments and a business
community, who can see the obvious benefits of designing and implementing the system within
their jurisdictions.
The advantage to the business community within the jurisdiction go way beyond reducing
existing fraud costs from identity and advertising fraud. By adopting the SOLICT/LSSI
framework, they can begin to rethink existing business processes, positioning themselves to
globally offer new ways of dealing with identity which are faster, cheaper and better.
In the appendix section of this document, I have my thoughts about how a Toda LSSI framework
can affect a business/enterprise within. After all my years as an identity architect, I feel the wind
of change blowing, and opportunity knocking for those willing to embrace change.
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Appendices
I’ve decided to include in the appendices three thought provoking appendices, trying to show
others how a SOLICT/LSSI architecture can significantly change an enterprise, business
processes and our schools:
•
•
•

Sample Death Process Discussion
Leveraging Toda LSSI in the corporate world for a new age legal identity architecture
Rethinking Learning
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Appendix 1 - Sample Death Process Discussion

Last year, I went for supper with my accountant. Part of our discussions were on the very
complicated process of winding up an estate. My friend was telling me of executors,
beneficiaries, probate, government tax departments, banks, et al, describing the numerous, often
complex, twists and turns involved.
I sat there thinking about how a SOLICT/LSSI framework, plus the additional use of Toda in
issuing legal documents, would not only change say the Canadian death processes (where I live),
but also be used to begin to standardize some of the workflows in death estate settlement around
the planet.
I’m not claiming it will solve all the problems, because it won’t. However, I believe it can speed
up and reduce costs for the entire workflow from stem to stern.
Interesting points to me are:
•

•

Wills:
o A Toda LSSI can prove the last copy of a will. Since the date and entry are
immutable proof the will occurred
o With the Toda LSSI a person can digitally sign their will
o This is good, but it won’t help prove if a person was coerced into signing it
Executors:
o The new age will can legal specify the executor of an estate
o Depending on jurisdictional law, the executor can be granted control of the
deceased person’s LSSI devices until the estate is wound up
 This is good because banks et al would have a higher level of trust the
executor is who they say they are, both physically and digitally
o The executor can also be given control of the digital entities associated with the
deceased’s identity e.g., virtual selves, personal AI assistants, digital twins,
physical bots, etc. and wind them up
 This is a new area of law
• I suggest readers read the thought paper “Digital Twins/Virtual
Selves, Identity, Security & Death” to gain an understanding of
what this new world looks like
• https://hvl.net/pdf/Digital%20TwinsVirtualSelvesIdentitySecurity
DeathFeb142020.pdf
o Executor financial actions can be better regulated by use of Toda files – see next
section
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•

•

Death processes
o As an estate enters probate, the government tax agencies want to ensure they’re
paid before distribution of the estate
o My thoughts are tax agencies can agree on a common Toda LSSI term for
completion of this process
o Upon completion of the tax process the government would enter a term in the
deceased’s death certificate/SOLICT/LSSI Toda file with a digital signature
o The executor can now approach the banks, financial entities et al, using the
deceased’s Toda LSSI with the entry by the tax department
o Banks et al can now change their own internal systems to recognized the new
Toda LSSI term, do a quick check to see if the digital signature is valid, and allow
the executor to proceed with disbursements
o It’s hypothetically possible for the tax department to require and/or include in a
Toda file types of documentation the tax department, banks, lawyers et al would
find useful in referencing their payments and processes
Beneficiaries
o Each beneficiary named in a will, can have their legal identities confirmed by the
SOLICT LSSI
o If the deceased beneficiaries’ locations are unknown, hypothetically the executor,
with the jurisdiction’s legal regulatory blessing, can request the jurisdiction’s
authoritative sources to do a global search for the identities
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Appendix 2 - New Age Enterprise Legal Identity Architecture

As an identity architect, I’ve been pondering how to create a new age enterprise legal identity
architecture able to address the fast-changing times we live in.
In my mind, I can see the following progression (see sample diagram at the end of this section):
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Create a corporate identity for a person working for or with the enterprise by first of all
verifying their LSSI and tying the corporate identity for that person to it
Create a corporate Toda file for the person, along with their emerging digital entities
which may or may not require legal identification
Create a branch of the Toda file for things like authorization
This can be tied to the person’s corporate Toda which in turn is linked to their personal
LSSI
o It mitigates risk of others using the role inappropriately
o It also can be instantly terminated
The picture also lays out enterprises either owning, leasing or contracting out portions of
their functions to AI systems/bots
o These types of identities may or may not require legal identities
Regardless, they will likely require internal identification
o For which I’m proposing creating a Toda file for
I also see the actual corporation being granted its own legal Toda identification file, when
it incorporates within a jurisdiction
As part of the incorporation would be a legal identifier indicating of the corporation is
owned and controlled by AI Read pages 6-7 of this paper to understand why
- https://hvl.net/pdf/ArtificialIntelligenceLegalIdentificationMarch2020.pdf
When GLEIF assigns a unique identifier, it will likely be written into the corporate Toda
identification file
Thus, when companies/enterprises sign legal agreements between them, one of the first
steps is validating their Toda legal identity

The leveraging of a human and corporate LSSI Toda, begins to address these real problems all
jurisdictions around are beginning to face:
•
•
•
•

How does the jurisdiction control the use of bots within their jurisdictions?
How does a corporation which is selling goods/services within jurisdiction, leveraging AI
be monitored and/or controlled?
How does a corporation within the jurisdiction license AI to do tasks for it?
How does the province/state/country legally identify AI systems?
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I’ve since written a series of LinkedIn Articles describing the above in more detail:
• “New Age Enterprise Identity Architecture - Part I” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/new-age-enterprise-identity-architecture-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
• “Part II - Toda and LLC Incorporation” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-iitoda-llc-incorporation-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
• “Part III - Employee/Contractor Legal Identities” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-iii-employeecontractor-legal-identities-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
• “Part IV - Toda Based Decentralized Enterprise Authentication and Authorization”
- https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-iv-toda-based-decentralized-enterprise-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
• “Part V - Rethinking Customer Identities Leveraging Toda” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-v-rethinking-customer-identities-leveraging-todahuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
• “Part VI - The Need for Quickly Creating AI System and Bots Legal Identities” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-vi-need-quickly-creating-ai-system-bots-legal-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
• “Rethinking Enterprise Identity Part VII – Summary” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/rethinking-enterprise-identity-part-vii-summary-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
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Appendix 3 – Rethinking Learning Planet Wide

I’ve written LOTS about rethinking learning systems around the planet. The vision includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Doing an in-depth assessment on a child when they’re a toddler
Taking this information and feeding it into a “Digital Learning Twin” (DLT)
Which then produces an “Individualized Education Plan” (IEP)
Which is then constantly updated in the home by learning assistant bots
Which dramatically rethinks traditional school systems, since the child is showing up at
school with their own well-developed IEP
Schools, with the parents’ consent, can integrate with the DLT/IEP
New age AI/AR/VR environments hypothetically offer the ability for a child anywhere on
the planet the ability to learn with other students located elsewhere on the planet
These types of environments will leverage not only human teachers, but also teaching
assistant bots

Add it all up and all I can see is a tsunami wave of change heading to the shores of existing
schools. It requires a rethought human and AI system/legal identity framework, PIAMS and
standardized contracts, able to be created on the fly. This is complicated because of the
number of parties involved i.e.,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students
Their parents/legal guardians
Students learning assistant bots both physical and digital
Teachers
Teaching assistant bots
Schools
School districts
Ministries/Departments of Education
Education vendors
Privacy groups
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Readers should skim the following series of articles I’ve written outlining all of this:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Paradigm Shift - Rethinking Learning & Legal Identity” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/paradigm-shift-rethinking-learning-identity-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
“Part II - Jane Doe's Learning Life Story - Rethinking Her Learning and Identity
Paradigm” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/jane-does-learning-life-story-rethinkingher-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
“Part III - Learning/Legal Identity Paradigm Change” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-iii-learning-identity-paradigm-change-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
“Part IV – LSSI” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-iv-lssi-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
“Part V – PIAM” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-v-piam-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
“Part VI – Consent” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-vi-consent-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
“Part VII - In-Depth Learning Assessment” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-viiin-depth-learning-assessment-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
“Part VIII – Digital Learning Twin (DLT)” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-viiidigital-learning-twin-dlt-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
“Part IX – Citizen Education Vault” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-ix-citizeneducation-vault-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
“Part X - Schools, School Districts, Ministries/Departments of Education” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-x-schools-school-districts-education-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
“Part XI - Businesses & Governments” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/part-xibusinesses-governments-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title

Then skim to the end of “We Learn Differently” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/we-learndifferently-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title. It discusses an intuition of mine to
pilot this in poor parts of the planet.
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Already referenced in this document are the following two articles:
•
•

“Kids, Schools, AI/AR/VR, Legal Identities, Contracts and Privacy” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/kids-schools-aiarvr-legal-identities-contracts-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
“Kids, Digital Learning Twins, Neural Biometrics, Their Data, Privacy &
Liabilities” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/kids-digital-learning-twins-neuralbiometrics-data-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title

This was followed by this article suggesting small next steps to be taken to get ready for this
incoming revolution:
•

“Decision Makers - It's Time to Prepare!” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/decision-makers-its-time-prepare-guyhuntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title

Finally, I’ve also written about how assessments will change due to the tech revolution:
•

“AI, Cheating & Future of Schools/Work” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/aicheating-future-schoolswork-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title
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